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Abstract
Early work is being done to apply
data base technology to support
the management of engineering
data in the design and manufactur-
ing environments. The principal
objective of the IPAD project was
to develop a computer software
system for use in the design of
aerospace vehicles. Two prototype
systems were created for this pur-
pose. Relational Information Man-
ager (RIM) has become a success-
ful commercial product. IPAD
Information Processor (IPIP), a
much more sophisticated system,
is still under development.

Acknowledgment
IPAD has been a real team accom-
plishment. Starting from their
broad range of specialties, people
Stretchedtheir minds and escaped
from their usual narrow compart-
ments. They examined the total
concept of air vehicle design and
itscomputer environment implica-
tions.
Many of ussaw, for the first time,
our roles within the engineering
data management process. It was
a refreshing, challenging view.
The product that hasemerged
was shaped first by the require-
ments of people and their tasks in
the design process,then modified
by a computer systemdesign and
prototype software that set the
stagefor a new level of human/
computer productivity.
The vision of NASA in sponsoring
this step, and the judicious guid-
ance of the Industry Technical
Advisory Board (ITAB), has
helped propel United States
industry into a potentially more
productive, cost-effective envi-
ronment.
RalphE.Miller, Jr.
IPADProgramManager
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IPAD Program Summary
Contract Background, Technology Significant
Goals and Objectives Transfer Findings
In 1976, NASA selected Boeing The Industry Technical Advisory Initial studies indicated that the
Commercial Airplane Company Board (ITAB)was created to advise system would need to support a
to develop Integrated Programs Boeing Program Management distributed, heterogeneous ma-
for Aerospace-Vehicle Design during the research work and, in chine environment in which data
(IPAD). The principal objective of return, receive the research results, base management technology
the project was to develop a proto- Twenty-three ITAB meetings have and networks played critical roles.
type computer software system been held to the mutual benefit of The IPAD project designed two
that would reduce time and cost both the program and industry, prototype systems based on these
in the design of aerospace vehicles ITAB has been an effective medium requirements.
and promote improved vehicle for disseminating IPAD research
performance, results. Over 10,000 copies of
documents and reports and more
than 500 software packages have
been distributed to U.S. industry.
500
10,000 Software
23 ITABMeetings Documents Packages
O
O
O
O
O
• ITAB MemberCompanies (20)
O ITAB Observers
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Research
Results
Relational Information Manager IPADInformation Processor(IPIP) The IPADproject preparedand
(RIM)was developed in 1979'asa isa much more sophisticated released19technical reports,27
demonstrational prototype of an prototypethan RIM. It is a multi- documents, 7 softwarepackages,
engineeringdata basemanage- model, multiuser,multilevels of and published 31 papersin the
ment system(DBMS)capableof schema,concurrent accessDBMS open technical literature.
operating in a heterogeneous that includes the data definition
machine environment. By 1983, language(DDL) and data manipu-
RIM had becomea successful lation language(DML) required J 19TechnicalReports
commercial product marketedby for geometryand engineering
severalvendors, problem solving. ] 27Documents
7 Software Packages
I 31 TechnicalPapers
IPAD Program Contract Background
Feasibility Development
Study Contract
Prior to contract NAS1-14700, In April 1976, BoeingCommercial systemfor useby the U.S.aero-
BoeingCommercial Airplane Airplane Company wasselected spaceindustry in the designof
Companywas selectedin 1972 againby NASAin a competitive future vehicles.Thissystemwas
by NASAin a competitive procure- procurement for the development intended to substantially reduce
ment to performa feasibility study of IntegratedProgramsfor time and cost andto foster im-
for an IntegratedProgramfor Aerospace-VehicleDesign(con- provedvehicle performance.
Aerospace-VehicleDesign (IPAD). tract NAS1-14700).The principal
The intent was to analyzeand objective of the IPADproject was The contract development staff
describethe product design proc- to develop a computer software and funding areshown below.
essandto seekwaysto improve
the productivity of people and Dollars in Millions
computers in supportof this proc- 5-
eSS.
4-
The feasibility study ended in
September1973 and produced g.
the following reports:
0 Volume IA, Summaryof IPAD 2
Feasibility Study;
o Volume IB, Concise Reviewof 1
the IPADFeasibilityStudy;
[] Volume II,The Design Process; 0 , , , , , , , ,75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
o Volume III, Supportof the De- IPADProgramAnnual Expenditure (Cost Plus Fee)
sign Requirements;
Heads
0 Volume IV,IPADSystemDesign; 8o-
0 Volume V,Catalogof IPADTech-
nical ProgramElements; 7o-
0 Volume VI, IPADSystemDevel- 6o-
opment and Operation; and
50-
0 Volume VII, IPADBenefitsand
Impact. 40-
The feasibility studywas the point 30-
of departurefor the development
contract. 20-
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Goals and Objectives
The work beganwith the prepara- Toachievethesegoals,the work In addition to the technical objec-
tion of specifications and prelimi- wasbroken into four major tasks, tives, it was important to dissemi-
nary designfor an IPADsystem. IPADrequirementswere defined nate the development results.
Scheduledto be operational in by anexamination of the aero- This led to the establishmentof
the 1980s,the systemwas to sup- spacedesignprocessand its inter- the IndustryTechnicalAdvisory
port the full engineering activities actions and interfaceswith manu- Board (ITAB)asan interfacewith
of a largeaerospaceorganization facturing. Aerospacedesign U.S.industry. ITAB'sfunction was
composedof many people working integratedinformation pro.cessing to review,critique, and provide
on many projectsat severallevels requirementswere established.A feedbackto the contractor and
of design over long periodsof softwarespecification and prelimi- therebyguide the development in
time. Thesecond goal was the nary design of a full IPADsystem the best interestof U.S.industry.
design, coding, documentation, were preparedto support the re- ITABwas alsothe major recipient
testing, and releaseof a prototype quirements for aerospacedesign, of the researchresults.
version of a total IPADsystem. Finally,a partial version of the full
IPADsystemwasdeveloped, re-
sulting in prototype softwarethat
addressedthe needsof U.S.indus-
try.
Major ITAB
Tasks Interface
I Design
Process
Documents
I SystemRequirements _'_
Software
System _._
Design
Reports
Prototype ]_
Software
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IPAD Program Significant Findings
Engineering Definitionofa
Requirements Future System
During the initial phase of the The requirements were for a gen- The IPAD staff produced a prelimi-
program, studieswere made that eral purpose, interactive computer nary design based on the engineer-
subsequently guided the develop- aided engineering systemcapable ing requirements for a future sys-
ment of the IPAD system. Docu- of supporting engineering data tem. This design focused on a
ments resulting from those studies associatedwith the design process, distributed, heterogeneous ma-
include including manufacturing inter- chine environment in which data
Reference Design Process, D6- faces. The system would serve base management technology
IPAD-70010-D, management and engineering and networks played critical roles
staffsat all design levels as well as in the total solution.
o Product Manufacture Interac- the downstream manufacturing
tions with the Design Process, processes. Although it would be Other areasof the preliminary
D6-1PAD-70011 -D, capable of operating in a single design included work in geometry,
[] Product Program Management host environment, normally the graphics, and user-friendly execu-
Systems, D6-1PAD-70035-D, system would employ a distributed tives. In 1978, NASA and ITAB
environment using multiple hosts decided to concentrate IPAD re-D Integrated Information Process-
of diverse types and manufactur- sources on two areas: (1) dataing Requirements, D6-1PAD-
ers. These computers would be management, and (2) networking70012-D, and
located in varying degrees of geo- between heterogeneous machines.
[] IPAD Requirements, D6-1PAD- graphic separation and would be
70040-D. connected by a high speed com-
munications network. The system
These documents, which provided would support the generation,
a description of the future system storage, and management of very
needed by industry, were evalu- large quantities of data.
ated and approved by an ITAB
subcommittee.
IPAD Executive Summary
• Config Control Plan First-Level IPAD User Reqmts
• IPAD Reqmts
• Product Program Mgt Sys • IPAD Sys Design Overview Mfg Data Mgt Reqmts IPIP 5.0 Multiple User
• IPAD User Reqmts • User Interface Prel Design
• IPADEvaland Altern IPIP4.0 Geometry
Integrated Info Proc Reqrnts • IPEX Prel Design
RefDesignProc • IPIPPrelDesign
• IPADGraphics IPADGeometry StdsProduct Manufacture
Interactions with • IPAD Geometry
the DesignProc • UserView of IPAD RIM 5
• Documentation Plan • IPAD Level II Design
*Mgt Plan
• Technical Plan
• User Involvement
Plan
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
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Prototype
Systems
The progressionfrom autonomous 400 -
engineeringapplication systems IBM 46
CYBERNOS 37
to fully integrateddata manage- 300- _ DECVAX 161
ment isstill in its infancy.Thefirst _ PRIME 35
stepsarebeing taken in the appli- 200- _ _ CYBERNOS/BE 13
cation of data basetechnology to UNIVAC 11
support engineeringdata and its lOO-
usesin the design and manufactur- 0 I I 'ingenvironments. The IPADproj- 1981 1982 1983
ectdesigned two prototype sys- IPADRIMDistribution (April1,1983i
terns-- RelationalInformation
Manager(RIM),and IPADInforma-
tion Processor(IPIP).Projectslike A RIMdata basemaybe accessed level (excluding join) data manipu-
IPADand the useof prototype in read modeby multiple users, lation commandsthrough an
systemslike RIM and IPIPprovide but accessfor update is restricted interactive interface, alongwith
the feedback to improve the DBMS to a single user. _ facilities that format retrieved
supportof engineeringdata types data. It supportsthe calculus-
and geometry. RIM supportsa single levelof data level data manipulation com-
[] RelationalInformation definition. Relationsaredefined mandsfor FORTRANprograms
Manager-- RIM in schemasthat areentered and by meansof subroutine calls.
modified interactively through a
One of IPAD'sprimary interests menu interface. Ruleson data Written primarily in FORTRAN
was an engineeringdata base relationshipswitllin and between 66, RIM will also compile in FOR-
managementsystem(DBMS)capa- relations maybe declared. Rules TRAN 77. It may be installed on
ble of operating in a heterogeneous can be usedasconstraints,al- severalhosts,including CDC,
machine environment. As no such though the usermay turn rule IBM, UNIVAC, DEC,and PRIME
DBMSwascommercially available checking off and on. Security is computer systems.
in 1978, a prototype called Rela- provided through read/write
tional Information Manager was passwordsassignedat the relation By 1983, RIM had successfully
developed in 1979'to demonstrate level, migratedto the commercial envi-
the viability of the basicsystem ronment. It had becomea product
concept. RIM hadevolved into an RIM providesscientific support marketedby at leastthree compan-
independent product (RIM 5.0) by capabilities with itsmatrix, vector, iesand was an integral part of
1981 and wassubsequentlydis- and real data types, aswell as its other commercially available
tributed to well over 300 compan- character (text)and integerdata products. At NASA'srequest,the
ies,government organizations types. It also hasa tolerance capa- IPADprogramceasedto distribute
and universities as shown above, bility for qualification by a user- RIM in September 1983. However,
RIM hasbeen enhanced by the , specified approximation of equal- it hasbeen avery successfulIPAD
University of Washingtonand ity. spin-off product and is ade facto
BoeingComputer ServicesCom- standardthroughout industry and
pany in cooperationwith ITAB The systemoffersboth algebra- government.
and the IPADproject, level (including join) and calculus-
IPAD Program Significant Findings
Prototype
Systems
[] IPADInformation [] IPIPTechnical
Processor -- IPIP Features
IPADInformation Processor,a The engineeringdatabaseman- The IPADnetwork systemprovides
much more sophisticatedproto- agementsystem,IPIP,employsa the equivalent of levels3 through
type, wasalso evolving in the multilevel schemaarchitecture,an 6 of the ISOseven-levelmodel of
period from 1980 to 1983, along extensionof the three schema communications. The systemuses
with specialized network technol- model introduced by the ANSI/ Network SystemCorporation's
ogy. Improvementscan be made X3/SPARCDataBaseStudyGroup Hyperchannel to provide process-
in the way information is managed (DBSG).It isa muhimodel (rela- to-processcommunications (levels
and shared. IPADhasdemon- tion, hierarchy,and network) ar- 1 and 2 of the ISOmodel) between
stratedthis by implementing the chitecture.Thesefeaturespro- a VAX11/780under VMS and a
multimodel (including geometry), mote a high degreeof data CDCCYBER835 under NOS.
multiuser, multilevel schema, independence.IPIPis a multiuser
concurrent accessDBMS(IPIP, and multithread DBMSthat pro- The integration of thesetechnolo-
IPIPutilities, and IPADNetwork) videsuserswith engineeringdata gies allows programswritten in
that includes the data definition types(e.g.,floating point num- FORTRANand hostedon either a
language(DDL) and data manipu- bers,arrays,etc.)and the ability VAXor aCYBER700 seriesma-
lation language(DML) required to storeand retrievegeometry, chine to storeor requestdata from
for engineeringproblem solving. IPIPcurrently operateson CDC the data baseand to usethe data
CYBERseriesmachinesunder in its native machine code. IPAD
Byaddressingthe heterogeneous NOS. softwareconsistsof approximately
machine environments, and by 200,000 linesof Pascalcode.
investigatingand implementing
neutral (standard)data interchange
conventions, IPADhasalso shown
that the boundariesof the tradi-
tional engineering environment
can beexpanded. Thus, research
could proceedto determinethe
path that mustbe takento imple-
ment the singleenterprisedata
basefrom design through manu-
facturing.
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[] Multiple Data [] Standards
Models mlPIP IPIP
The IPIPdata base management The system supports scientific One major objective of IPIP has
system is intended to manage data types and arrays. Complex been compatibility with specifica-
engineering data throughout the objects called structures, which tions for data definition and manip-
product life cycle in CAD and may consistof multiple tuples ulation languages that seem to be
CAM environments. Therefore, from multiple relations, can be leading to a standard. This ap-
IPIP supports multiple data models, declared and manipulated asentit- proach takes advantage of previous
multiple levels of schemas, and iesto manage geometry and other work and tested constructs, facili'
concurrent multiple user access scientific data. Data may be parti- tates migration between standard
through multiple application inter- tioned logically into data setsto compliant systemsand IPIP,and
faces in a distributed environment, allow concurrent access. Data simplifies incorporation of IPIP
setsprovide the hook for follow- extensions into standards. Lan-
on capabilities such asversioning, guage development drew on the
releasing, and archiving proce- work of the CODASYL and ANSI
dures, committees, and recognized the
engineering requirement for a
FORTRAN interface. The IPIP
Logical Schema Language (LSL)
was based on a subsetof the 1978
CODASYL Data Description Lan-
guage (DDL). The IPIP Data Manip-
ulation Language (DML) was based
on a subset of the 1978 CODASYL
FORTRAN DML. Extensions and
improvements from these specifi-
cations were made in some in-
stances.
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IPAD Program Significant Findings
Prototype
Systems
• Languagesm
IPIP
Integration of capabilities and tual and external levels of data
user interfaces has been another definition. The Internal Schema
major objective of IPIR A single Language (ISL) resembles the LSL
LSLand DML supports the rela- as nearly as possible. Scientific
tional, hierarchical, and network features such as the structure-
data models and applications, defined complex objects for geom-
either interactive or written in one etry are integrated with other data
of several programming languages, management capabilities.
The LSL is used at both the concep-
Multiple Data Models
Languages
Relation Hierarchy
Network
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• Multilevel Schemasm • Data Sets
IPIP IPIP
There are three types of IPIP sche- An IPIPdata base is described by IPIPsupports initial capabilities
mas -- internal, logical, and map- a single level of internal schemas for data set partitions. A data set is
ping. The IPIP internal schema and one or more levels of logical declared implicitly on first user
corresponds to the internal schema schemas mapped to underlying access. Data set intersections
of the ANSI DBSG and the storage logical andlor internal schemas, with relations are the units of lock-
schema of the CODASYL Data An application program or session ing data for read and update. Ac-
Description Language Committee. may be formulated against logical cess by data set is supported by
IPIP logical schemas correspond schemas at any level. IPIP indexing (B-tree). IPIP index-
to ANSI conceptual and external ing and address conversion struc-
schemas and also to CODASYL Currently, attributes of IPIP rela- tures were designed for access to
schemas and subschemas. The tions may be integer, real, charac- versions of data sets while mini-
mapping schema is used for map- ter, or Boolean scalars or arrays, mizing physical redundancy of
ping between logical schemas Selection and projection on indi- data across versions. Data sets
and between schemas of the other vidual elements of an array is not may be used to specify data to be
two types, supported at this time. processed by a prototype facility
for transferring data between IPIP
and RIM data bases.
Relation Relation Relation
1 2 3
Mapping
Data Set
Logical
nternal
Multilevel Schemas
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IPAD Program Significant Findings
Prototype
Systems
[] Geometry Data [] Provisionsfor
Management -- IPIP Distribution m IPIP
Structures manage geometry and straints and propagated actions Some initial capabilities for distrib-
other scientific data. A structure for relations and foreign keys uted processing are in place in-
in a logical schema consists of within the structure. When storing cluding the IPAD network and the
tuples from a tree or network of data, IPIPwill generate values for VAX interface to CYBER data bases.
relations as related by foreign unique keys the user has left unde- The ability to loosely couple IPIP
keys. It may also be defined in fined. IPIPwill sequence retrieved data baseshas extensive potential
terms of records and sets. A data according to schema specifi- for distributed data management.
relation/record in one logical cation for inclusion in the
schema may bemapped to a struc- structure-defined record. Produc- IPAD developed a general purpose
ture in another schema. Such a tivity is enhanced through support network facility for intertask com-
relation/record is said to be of entities which are natural to the munication in a heterogeneous
structul:e-defined. A structure is user's application. Data integrity distributed processing environ-
manipulated (retrieved and up- is ensured through definition of ment. The IPAD network was im-
dated) as an entity through opera- structure processing in the schema, plemented in accordance with
tions on a structure-defined rela- This avoids the necessity for corn- ISO specifications of layered proto-
tion. The same commands are plicated command sequences col. Access to IPIP and IPIP-
used for nonstructure-defined embedded in numerous applica- managed data is by means of this
records, tions. Data integrity also benefits network. IPIPand the network are
from IPIP'sawareness and enforce- written primarily in Pascal.
A user accessesstructure-defined ment of the semantics (e.g., con-
data at the entity (e.g., surface, straints) of the geometric data as
curve, segment) level. One com- described in the schema. In this
mand may result in processing situation, IPIP is managing geome-
multiple underlying tuples as spec- try, not just data without an intrin-
ified by schema-declared con- sic meaning.
Geometry Structures Management
User View
I L, o,iv,',P'Ix,I I
System View
Relation Relation Relation
1 3 4
Line 1[ I I V21 P1
w !V1
V2 P2
Relation I Relation2
"_ _ • "_" "_ 5
Line 11V2]
Line 11V21
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• Compilers and • Examplesof Engineering
Precompilers -- IPIP Data Schemas -- IPIP
IPIP provides compilers for sche- A variety of schemas relating to programs for these schemas were
mas and precompilers for process- engineering data were written on written to pre- and postprocess
ing data manipulation commands the IPAD project, most of them that data in th.edata base before
within CYBER and VAX FORTRAN using the relational data model, and after executing the finite analy-
programs. These compilers, pre- Schemas used for geometric data sis program. Schemas reflecting
compilers, and user applications were documented in IPAD Techni- some of the data needs of manufac-
access IPIPdata management cal Report WBS 4.2, Design and turing were originally intended
services through the IPAD network. Implementation of Geometry for use with IPIP,but were imple-
IPIP and its compilers and precom- Processing in IPIP.The geometry mented in RIM for the Manufactur-
pliers execute on CYBERequip- schemas, along with an example ing Pilot (see Manufacturing Pilot
ment. Program precompilation program using them, were in- User Guide, UM-REL5-400).
and execution may be launched cluded in IPAD Release5.0.
from either CYBER or VAX. Actual Work continues on a set of sche-
compilation, precompilation, and The IPAD project has written sche- mas to support the data needs of
execution of data manipulation mas dealing with a number of the Advanced Composites Devel-
commands are executed on the phases of the engineering and opment Group at Boeing. These
CYBER. Results are returned manufacturing processes. Schemas schemas encompass some of the
through the network, containing information about the data needs of design, manufactur-
initial configuration of an airplane ing, and numerically controlled
reflect some of the data needs for (NC) programming. They will
the first step in a design process, utilize a multiple user view capa-
This set is being used in an interac- bility through a logical schema
tive program currently undergoing for each discipline and will contain
testing. This program allows the pointers to the IPAD geometry
user to create wire frame models schemas.
of wings, horizontal stabilizers,
vertical fins, and constant body Work was also done in conjunction
sections, with General Dynamics to develop
schemas for storing some of the
Another set of schemas deals with data output by an existing vehicle
data used by an existing finite design evaluation _program, VDER
element analysis program. Sample
L • _ . Logica Schema Logical Schema
°g IDaels_gnnema Manufacturing Numericar
I Engineering [ Control
BASE LOGICAL SCHEMA J
m,i!l,lm. 15
Research Results
IPAD Computer
Laboratory
The IPADproject conducted its The IPADcomputer laboratory accessto all the IPADcomputer
researchand development with a shown below currently iscorn- systems.Thedevelopment area
staffof engineersand software prisedof an IBM4341 Model 2, a contains 35 terminals aswell as
analystsorganized into adevelop- CDCCYBER835, and a DECVAX local printing.
ment team. Theteam waswell- 11/780,all interconnectedby a
supplied with computingterminals high-speedHyperchannel bus
and supportdevices and hadthe manufacturedby Network Systems
servicesof a dedicated computer Corporation. Thisdedicated facil-
laboratory. Researchresultswere ity provides local servicesof ap-
reportedto NASAand U.S. indus- proximately one terminal for each
try astechnical reports,docu- member of the development staff.
ments,prototype softwarepack- Communication to the develop-
ages,and technical publications ment staff in an adjoining building
in open literature, isby a multiplexer systemenabling.
Technical Technical
Reports Documents
Appendix A lists the 19'technical Appendix B lists 27 documents studies provided an integrated
reports prepared and released to prepared and released to NASA view of the engineering design
NASA and U.S. industry during and U.S. industry. The Technical process, its interaction with prod-
the progress of the work. These Plan and Management Plan estab- uct manufacturing, and the pro-
reports explored design issues lished the technical objectives gram management process during
concerned with interfaces to IPAD and approach and a management the creation of a product design.
tasks and with network communi- structure with delegation of re- Other documents detailed the
cations protocols, and examined sponsibility and authority to carry information processing and user
distributed computing and pro- out the work. The User Involve- function requirements for a
vided functional and design alter- ment Plan provided the organiza° computer-based system to be used
natives for distributed data base tion and operation ofthe Industry in support of engineering. A pre-
management systems. Application Technical Advisory Board as a liminary design of a total IPAD
of the data management systems mechanism for review and recom- System covered a system overview,
to storage and manipulation of mendation on the contractor's user interface, executive, data
geometry data was studied, as development results. Standards manager, graphics, geometry,
well as the application of the data and methods of maintaining con- user's view, design decomposition
management systems to integrate figuration control of the technical to level 2, and evaluations and
engineering application programs, results were documented. Case alternatives.
Two reports presented results of
performance modeling analysis of
the IPAD prototype on CDC and
DEC computers.
Research Results
Prototype Distribution
Software Packages of Results
Appendix C lists the seven software Regular communication was main- U.S. industry upon request. In this
packages and accompanying tained with NASA and ITAB contract period more than 10,000
documentation that were pro- through the Monthly Technical copies of documents and 500
duced and released to NASA and Progress Narrative Report. This copies of software packages were
U.S. industry throughout the tech- report provided a brief synopsis of distributed. The distribution of
nical development, the work in progress, these results to major organizations
in the United States is shown be-
Manuscriptsin In addition, the IPAD project dis- low.
TechnicalLiterature tributed the researchresultsto
Appendix D liststhe 31 papers
published by the IPAD staff in the
open technical literature between IPAD ProductDistribution
1976 and 1983. These papers Product Number Numberof
included discussions of general ofCopies Organizations
IPAD concepts and significance
Documents 11,182
to industry, geometry and geometry
data base management, engineer- • Universities 67
ing data base management, IPAD Software
systemand systemcomponent Packages 569 ••Governmentlndustry23613
function and design, and engineer-
ing requirements for IPAD systems.
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Technology Transfer
Industry Technical
Advisory Board (ITAB)
A majorobjectiye of the IPAD ITABwascomposedof representa- communication with NASA.The
project was to transfertechnology tives from U.S.industry.Twentyof membersand observersof ITAB
to U.S.industry.The organization theserepresentativeswere mem- areshown in appendix E.
and operation of ITABwere highly bersof the advisory board and
instrumental in achieving this over 80 additional representatives Meetingswere conducted with
objective, wereobservers.The ITABchair- ITABat approximately three-month
man was from industry andwas intervals. Between1976 and 1983,
supportedby an ITABexecutive 23 meetingswere held at various
officer from the IPADstaff.The member company sites.Typically
relationshipsbetween ITAB,the thesemeetingsincluded NASA,
contractor, and NASAare shown Navy,and IPADprogramstatus
below.Thisarrangementensured reports, ITABsubcommittee reports
direct communication between on reviewsof the contractor's
ITABand the contractor while at work, and recommendationsto
the sametime maintaining strong the contractor.
I BoeinglPAD ]
i _.- Program _
Manager
Chairman and NASA IPAD
Executive _ _ Project
Officer Manager
Members ITAB
Maximum 20 Observers
IPAD Organization and Communication Channel
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Technology Transfer
Impact on Hardware and
Software Vendors
The IPAD project affected vendors Two new companies -- MicroRIM, At least four companies have em-
in several ways. Inc., Bellevue, Washington, and bedded IPAD RIM software in
(1) New companies were formed RIM Technology, Inc., Redmond, their product lines and are corn-
whose initial products were Washington -- offer RIM-based mercially marketing the resulting
based on IPAD prototype soft- products and services, products both within the United
ware. Statesand to foreign customers.
Boeing Computer Services Com- Among these are:
(2) Vendors introduced new pany expanded its product line on [3Mentor Graphics, Beaverton,
products based on IPAD proto- July 28, 1982 to offer BCS RIM, an Oregon; electronic design appli-
type software, enhanced version of IPAD RIM. cations.
(3) IPAD prototype software
o ICARUS Corporation, Rockville,
was embedded within integrated In April, 1984, Control Data Cor-
hardware and software products poration will offer a product called Maryland; construction estimat-
or within new application soft- CDC IPIR ing and scheduling applications.
ware packages. [] EXXON Production Research
Company, Houston, Texas;
geological support applications.
[] EXECUCOM, Austin, Texas;
interactive financial planning
systems.
In addition, NASA Langley has
adopted RIM as the basis of inte-
grated application development.
I IPAD Program
RIM IPIP
I
' !
_lr Commercial Products
New Companies Vendors EmbeddedProducts
*MicroRIM, Inc. • BoeingComputerServices • Mentor Graphics
• RIM Technology, Inc. BCS RIM • ICARUS Corporation
,Control DataCorporation • EXXONProduction
CDC IPIP Research Company
• EXECUCOM
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Conclusions
Fourgeneralconclusions can be The IPADstudiesof engineering IPADtutorials, reports, and appli-
drawn from the sevenyearsof the processesandthe interactions cations establishedthe advanced
IPADprogram, with a broad segmentof U.S. in- technology of engineeringdata
dustry,through the mechanismof management,data schemawith
ITAB,molded an industry consen- specific examplesfrom areasof
susof requirementsfor future geometrical parts,composite mate-
computer-basedengineeringsys- rial structure,and integration of
tems. engineeringapplications with an
engineeringdata management
Theextensive IPADdevelopment system.
"work provided useful prototype
softwarefor advancednetwork The aggressivedevelopment of a
communication and engineering software prototypestimulated
data management,illustrating the vendorsto produce new products
nature of future products. in the areasof data management
and networkcommunication.
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Appendix A: IPAD Technical Reports
Originating Report Originating Report
WBSNo. No. ReportingTitle andDescription WBSNo. No. ReportingTitleandDescription
3.2.1 1 "Definition of IPSRProcesses."A list and 4.2.2 12 "Literature Searchand SystemSurvey
associateddescription of servicesneeded Distributed Computing." Researchand
by IPADtasks, recommendations on distributed data
3.2.2, 2 "IPSRInterfaceDefinition." Definitions of processing.
3.2.3 IPADtaskto IPSRinterfaces; for IPR 5.2.1 13 "Interim Reporton Integration of Program
functions, and Data." Resultsof studyingthe useof a
data managementsystemwith engineering
3.4.1, 3 "Definition andSpecification of Interfaces application programsincluding sample
3.4.3 for Data Collection." Method of collection engineering scenarios.for systemperformance.
5.2.4 14 "Protocol Specifications for Integration
3.5.1 4 "Report on Studyof Existing Network ProgramsInto IPAD." Documentation of
Communication Protocols." procedures, sampleprograms,and
Recommendationsfor useof an existing scenariosshowing full integration of
protocol or designingone for IPAD. user-writtenprogramsusing IPIR
3.5.1 5 "Recommended IPADNetwork 5.4.4 15 "Interim Report --Geometry Data
Communication Protocols." A preliminary Management." Description of the
protocol specification, proceduresand datastructures usedin the
3.5.1 6 "Final Specificationof IPADNetwork RIM prototype geometrytask.
Communication Protocols." A preliminary 5.4.5 16 "Geometry Multiple Representation."
protocol specification. Discussionof the canonical forms usedin
3.5.2 7 "Message InterfaceDefinition." Message the RIM prototypework andassociated
transfer interface andapplicability to IPAD ANSItransformationsfor theseentities.
functions. 6.1.1 17 "Report on NOSModel (EXIPIP)." Results
3.5.2 8 "Connection InterfaceDefinition." of performance modeling analysisof IPAD
Connection interfacesby IPADtasksand prototype on the CDC CYBER172 using
method implemented. NOS and recommendationsfor change to
the IPADprototype, NOS,or the host3.10-1 9 "An Overview of Distributed Computing in
the EngineeringandManufacturing computer.
Environment." Fourbasic topics: 6.1.1 18 "Report on IASModel (EXIPIP)." Results
objectives of distributed processing, of performance modeling analysisof the
components of distributed processing, IPADprototype on the DECPDP11/70
work stations,and possibledistributed usingIAS andrecommendations for changes
processingarchitectures, to the IPADprototype, IAS,or the host
3.10-2 10 "Functional and DesignAlternatives for computer.
Distributed Data BaseManagement 6.1.1 19 "Report on SystemDesignEvaluation."
Systemsin the Engineeringand The final report on the evaluation of the
Manufacturing Environment." Alternatives IPADprototype. Itwill contain quantitative
that should beconsidered in designinga resultsof throughput, performance,and
distributed data basemanagementfacility, component utilization analysis. Itwill
identify discrepanciesbetweenthe system
4.2 11 "Design and Implementation of Geometry and the requirementsfor first-level IPAD.
Processingin IPIR" Application of IPAD It will provide quantitative descriptions of
DBMSconceptsto the storageand the hostcapabilities required andmake
manipulation of geometricdata. The recommendations for changesto host
featuresof IPIPdesignedto support the hardware and software.
managementof geometric data are
discussed. Thefunctional capabilities for
manipulation of geometricdata are
described in termsof IPIPDML commands
and the schemasdeveloped for geometry.
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Appendix B: IPADDocuments
Document No. Document Title
D6-1PAD-70000-P Documentation Plan
D6-1PAD-70001-P Management Plan
D6-1PAD-70002-P Technical Plan
D6-1PAD-70003-P User Involvement Plan
D6-1PAD-70005-P Configuration Control Plan
DG-IPAD-70010-P Reference Design Process
D6-1PAD-70011 -D Product Manufacture Interactions With the
Design Process
D6-1PAD-70012-D Integrated Information Processing
Requirements
D6-1PAD-70013-D IPAD User Requirements
D6-1PAD-70015-D IPAD Geometry Standards
D6-1PAD-70016-D First-Level IPAD User Requirements, Vols.
-1,2,3 1,2,3
D6-1PAD-70020-M IPAD Executive Summary
D6-1PAD-70035-D Product Program Management Systems
D6-1PAD-70036-D Vol. 1 IPAD System Design Overview
Vol. 2 User Interface Preliminary Design
Vol. 3 IPAD Evaluations and Alternatives
Vol. 4 IPEX preliminary Design
Vol. 5 IPIP Preliminary Design
Vol. 6 IPAD Graphics
Vol. 7 IPAD Geometry
Vol. 8 User View of lPAD
Vol. 9' IPAD Level II Design
D6-1PAD-70038-D ManufactUring Data Management
Requirements
D6-1PAD-70040-D IPAD Requirements
D6-1PAD-70046-R Guidelines for Management of Manufactur-
ing Information
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Appendix C: IPAD Prototype Software Releases
Release 0.0: Release 2.5
IPAD Integration Prototype System This release is the same as version 2.0 but with improved
Prototype GRTS (RG library) performance.
Patch II display (RD library) Improved performance
Patch II user interface (RU library) Record processing DML extended
IPAD integration prototype: Preruntime binding
AD-2000 postprocessor to RIM Complete demo script -- no restrictions
Finite-element modeler Total SPRsinstalled since version 2.0:159'Preprocessor to ATLAS and SPAR
Postprocessor to ATLAS Updated user instructions
RIM II Updated instruction manual
GPGS
AD-2000 (PDP 11170 --IAs, VAXIVMS) Release 3.0
Pascal compiler This release contains all of version 2.0 plus communications and
CDCIDEC communications package geometry to support IPIR
SPAR Network product
ATLAS IPIP record processing
Multilevel schema
Release 1.0: Program bind
Overview Schema bind
Release 1.0 provides the fundamental data management
capabilities and the internal communications facility for the Release 4.0
CYBER. It can be used to demonstrate fundamental data Version 4.0 IPAD product supersedes and replaces previous
proce_ssin_capabilities of IPIPand make an assessment of the versions, supports geometry (points, lines, arcs, and objects).
effort required to install the system software. Release 1.0 may Performance is improved over past versions with less core required
only be used with the application that is delivered with it. for IPIP and faster processing.
This release contains the following functional subcomponents: IPIP
IPIPdata manager, record processing IPIP compilers
IPEXservice for data transformation between CYBER and the GPGS
network standard Installation, test, and usage instructions
IPEX CYBER host service access as required
IPEXCYBER intrahost communications Release 5.0:
CYBER Pascal compiler Software
GPGS Version 5.0 software was released in two versions: IPIP multiuser,
IPIP demonstration program multithread version and a single user version (DMISU). Both
Installation instruction versions offered improved performance over previous versions
and included geometry, Interactive Query Facility (IQF) and IGES
Release 2.0 translators. Network software and test programs were also
This release contains all of release 1.0 and the following released.
functional components: Data base manager:
Data definition language compilers IPIP
CYBER data manipulation precompiler DMISU
Application module 7 Network product
AD-2000, version 0.0 Interactive Query Facility (IQF)
ATLAS IGEStranslators:
SPAR GPGS
Installation instructions Pascal
Application programs (test cases)
Comprehensive CCL procedures for system control
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Appendix D: Manuscripts in Technical Literature
1. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;Dube, R.Peter;Syder,Howard; and Taylor, 16. Johnson,H. R.;Comfort, D. L.; and Shull, D. D.: "An Engineering
Donald E:"Human Prbblem Solving Aided by Computers -- What DataManagementSystemfor IPAD." NASAConference Publication
We need;What We Have; What We areLikely to Get." Invited 2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings,Denver,Colorado, September
presentationto InternationalCAD Congress,Munich, Germany, 1980.
October 1983.
17. Tanner,J.G°; Kirkwood, D. M.; and Ires, EM.: "Executive and
2. Dube, R. Peter;and Smith, Marcia Rivers: "Managing Geometric Communications Servicesto Supportthe IPAD Environment."
Information With A DataBaseManagementSystem." Publishedin NASAConferencePublication 2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings,
special issueof IEEEComputer Graphicsand Applications, October Denver,Colorado, September1980.1983.
18. Diggins, RalphM.: "Preliminary Designof a FutureIntegrated
3. Hamed,Laura B.; and Pfeiffer,Heather, D.: DesignSystem." NASA ConferencePublication 2143, IPAD
"Engineering/Manufacturing DataBaseManagement --The IPAD Symposium Proceedings,Denver,Colorado, September1980.
Approach." Paperpresentedat VlM-39'Conference (CDC User's
Group), October 1983. 19_ Southall,JohnW.: "Requirementsfor Company-Wide Management
of EngineeringInformation." NASA ConferencePublication 2143,
4. Dube, R.Peter;and Johnson,H. Randall: "Computer-Assisted IPADSymposiumProceedings,Denver,Colorado, September
Engineering DataBase." Paperpresentedat Annual Meeting of 1980.
ASME,September1983. 20. Meyer, Donald D.: "Future IntegratedDesignProcess." NASA
5. Johnson,H. R.; Schweitzer,J.E.; and Warkentine,E. R.: "A DBMS ConferencePublication 2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings,
Facility for Handling StructuredEngineeringEntities." Presentedat Denver,Colorado, September1980.
SIGMOD '83 Annual ConferenceACM, June1983,published in
SIGMOD Data WeekConference Proceedings-- Engineering 21. Anderton, Gordon L.: "Integration of Design Information." NASAConferencePublication 2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings,
Applications, June1983. Denver,Colorado, September1980.
6. Baiza, R.M.; Bernhardt,D. L.; and Dube, R.R: "Data Base
TechnologyApplied to Engineering Data." Publishedin 2nd 22. Comfort, DennisL.: "Requirementsfor an EngineeringDBMS."
International Conferenceon Foundationsof Computer Aided Article in Computerworld, October 1979_
ProcessDesign,Snowmass,Colorado, June1983. 23. Dube, R. Peter: "Preliminary Specificationof SplineCurves:'
7. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.: "Human Problem Solvingand Its Relationship Publishedin IEEETransactionson Computers,Vo.C-28, NO. 4,
to Computer Aided EngineeringSystems." Invited presentationto April 1979.
the EngineeringAdvancementAssociationof Japanat the Autumn 24. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;Southall, JohnW.;and Wahlstrom, StigO.:
Software Seminar'82, Shuzenji,Japan,October 1982. "Requirementsfor Managementof AerospaceEngineeringData."
8. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;and Dube, R.Peter: "Project Managementof Presentedat GeorgeWashington University and published in
LargeSystemDevelopment." Invited presentation to the Nippon Computers& Structures,Vol. 10, pp. 45-52, PergamonPress,1979_
DataProcessingAssociation,Tokyo,Japan,October 1982. 25. Southall, J.W.;Miller, R.E.,Jr.;and Wahlstrom,S.O.:
9_ Johnson,H. R.;and Bernhardt, D.L.: "EngineeringData "Requirementsfor Management of AerospaceEngineeringData."
Management Activities Within the IPADProject." Publishedin the Presentedat the Symposiumon FutureTrendsin Computerized
Quarterly Bulletin of the IEEEComputer SocietyTechnical Structural Analysis and Synthesis,Washington,D.C., October
Committee on DatabaseEngineering,June1982. 1978.
10. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;and Owens, Herschel, G.: "Technical 26. Meyer,D. D.; Anderton, G. L.; and Crowell, H. A.: "The Design
Productivity - The Central Issueof Human Problem Solving." Process."AIAA Publication 78-1483, presentedat theAIAA Aircraft
Presentedat AIAA international Annual Meeting, Baltimore, SystemsandTechnologyConference, LosAngeles,California,
Maryland, May 1982. August 1978.
11. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.: "Significance of IPADto the Design Engineer." 27. Burner,H. B.; Ives,E; Lixvar,J.; and Shovlin, D.: "The Design,
Presentedat AIAA 1981 Annual Meeting, Long Beach,California, Evaluation, and Implementation of the IPADDistributed Computing
May 1981. System." Presentedat theAmerican Societyof Civil Engineering
TechnicalCouncil on Computer PracticesSpecialtyConferenceon
12. Barnhill, R.E.; Dube, R.R;Little, E E; and Schweitzer,J.E.: "A Electronic Computing and Civil Engineering,June1978.
Unified Treatmentof Curve Formsfor GeometryDataManagement."
Presentedat CAD/CAM VIII Conferenceof theSocietyof 28. Comfort, Dennis L.; and Erickson,WayneJ.: "RIM - A Prototypefor
Manufacturing Engineers(CASAJSME),Anaheim, California, a Relational Information ManagementSystem." Presentedat the
November 1980. NASA Conferenceon Engineeringand Scientific DataManagement,
May 1978.
13. Dube, R.Peter;Herron, GaryJ.; Schweitzer,JeanE.; and
Warkentine, Erich R.: "An Approach forManagement of Geometry 29_ Wahlstrom, StigO.; and Loendorf, David D.: "User Requirements
Data." NASAConference Publication 2143, IPAD Symposium for IPAD." SMETechnical PaperMS77-762,The Computer and
Proceedings,Denver, Colorado, September1980. Automated SystemsAssociationof SME,1977.
14. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.: "IPAD Productsand Implications for the Future." 30. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;and Fulton, RobertE.: "IPAD - Objectives,
NASAConference Publication 2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings, Scope, Implementation,Status." Presentedto InteractiveDesign
Denver,Colorado, September1980. SystemConference, sponsoredby the Computer-Aided DesignCentre-Cambridge,Stratford-Upon-Avon, England,April 1977.
15. Bryant, WalterA.; andCrowell, Harold A.: "User Involvement in
IPADSoftware Development." NASAConference Publication 31. Miller, RalphE.,Jr.;and Fulton, RobertE.: "IPAD- Objectives,
2143, IPADSymposium Proceedings,Denver,Colorado, September Scope, Implementation." Presentedto theSocietyof Manufacturing
1980. Engineers,Dallas,Texas,November ! 976.
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IAppendix E: Industry Technical Advisory Board (ITAB)
NAME: (M) = Member Company NAME: (M) = Member Company
Dr. TaylanAltan BattelleColumbus Laboratories Mr. T.R.Hammond Newport NewsShipbuilding
Mr. M. RAnderson Ford Motor Company Mr. PaulHarlamert NASA
Mr. W. C.Arnwine Rockwell International Mr. D.J.Harp Harris Corporation
Mr. ThomasE. Bailey,Jr. Metagraphics Mr. I. H. Harrington General Dynamics
Mr. R.D. Barnes BoeingCommerc!al Airplane Company Mr_Hamilton R.Harris BoeingCommercial Airplane Company
Mr. RobertBeck Harza EngineeringCo. Mr.John Hart LockheedCorporation
Mr.T.N. Bernstein U.S. Air Force Mr. Kerry A. Hartley DataBaseManagement Assoc.Inc.
Mr.Jack Brainin David TaylorNaval Ship R&DCtr. Mr. Dale B. Hartman HughesAircraft Company
Dr. RobertR.Brown HughesAircraft Company Mr. RobertD. Harvey Collegeof Dupage
Mr. RobertBruen MassachusettsInstituteof Tech. Mr. O. M. Hassan General Electric Company
Mr. A. }. Buczynski GTELaboratoriesInc. Mr. T.G. Heltzel International BusinessMachines
Mr. Harvey Buffum BoeingCommercialAirplane Mr. Dudley B. Henderson(M) Pratt& Whitney Aircraft
CQ_mp_a_n_Y--_Retired Mr. R.L. Henderson(M) General ElectricCompany
Mr. GeorgeBurton BoeingComputerServicesCompany Mr. Alan E.Herner U.S.Air Force
Mr. Bill B.Clark Magnavox Mr. Ambros S.Hoffmann AVCO LycomingDivision
Dr. EliCohen Scientific Info. Retrieval, Inc. Mr. JackHorgan Applicon Incorporated
Mr.TomCorin David TaylorNaval Ship R&DCtr. Mr. Shiz Hori (M) McDonnell DouglasCorporation
Mr. William J.Craft North Carolina A&T StateUniver. Mr. FredHowell (M) Digital EquipmentCorporation
Mr. RobertM.Curtice Arthur D. Little, Inc. Mr. B. C. Huffines Control DataCorporation
Mr. Alan R.Curtis LockheedCorpor_ation Dr. N. RJeffries Center for Manufacturing Tech.
Mr. David A. Dieterich (M) Martin Marietta Aerospace Mr. KenJohansen BoeingComputer ServicesCompany
Mr. T.E.Eccles TennecoInc. Mr. BoydT.Jones(M) Control DataCorporation
Mr. RobertM. Elward Air Products& chemicals Inc. Mr.John EJones SandiaNational Laboratories
Mr. Don Emerson HughesAircraft Company Mr. ReubenJones Softech,Inc.
Mr. Clifford E. Enault IPADStaff, Retired Mr. Dave L.Judson U.S.Air Force
Mr. Richard Eppes,Jr. U.S. Army Mr. G. M. Kaler (M) General Dynamics
Mr. EE.Fagundo Florida, University of Mr. Art Kaun Newport NewsShipbuilding
Mr. Harley Feldman Control DataCorporation Mr. R R.Kennicott General ElectricCompany
Dr. M. RFelix (M) .General Dynamics Mr. Mehdi Khalvati Impell Corporation
Prof.StevenJ.Fenves Carnegie Mellon University Mr. C. W. Klomp BoeingCommercial Airplane Company
Ms.S.JeaneFord(M) Lockheed-GeorgiaCompany Mr. Albert L. Klosterman StructuralDynamics Res.Corp.
Dr. RobertE.Fulton NASA Mr. W. L. Kriegs CaseJ.I. Company
Mr. SteveGabrielse WestinghouseResearch Mr. George H. Kuper National ResearchCouncil
Mr. EdwardM. Gardiner BoeingAerospaceCompany Mr. JeffKurn Hewlett Packard
Mr. JoelW. Gerdeen FMCNorthern Ordinance Mr. Mike Kutcher International BusinessMachines
Mr. Marvin Gershman ExxonCorporation Mr. PierreLaberge(M) Univac Corporation
Mr. D. H. Gibson International BusinessMachines Mr. Orville M. Langdahl BoeingComputer ServicesCompany
Mr. JackGjovaag Tektronix, Inc. Mr. Richard S.Lawson Tooland Tape
Dr.J.E Gloudeman Mac Neal Schwendler Corp. LTCLanseM. Leach U.S.Army
Dr. Joel D. Goldhar Illinois Instituteof Technology Mr. Men-Ching Lee Brown and Root, Inc.
Mr. RobertD. Hamill Kearney& TreckerCorp.
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